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Abstract. Wigner R-matrix expressions for neutron resonance cross sections are
transformed into the ratios of meromorphic functions of energy. A computer code
REFINE has been developed to convert the resonance parameters of ENDF /B-6
into the parameters of our method. The results for resolved resonances of 239 Pu
are presented as an example.
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1. Introduction
In the last years the volume and prec1s10n of experimental data on the resonance
neutron cross sections of many nuclei, important for reactor applications, have increased
substantially. The number of resonances here amounts to hundreds and the resolved
level region has been extended about ten times. The evaluation and analyses of those
data are usually carried out by the methods of multilevel parametrization based on
rather general schemes (formalisms) of the resonance theory of nuclear reactions (14]. Thus, in the ENDF /B-6 library for fissile nuclides 235 U and 239 Pu the parameters
of R-matrix formalism are presented directly. They allow to reproduce exactly the
observed detailed energy structure of resonance cross sections up to 2.5 keV (Fig. 1)
(5- 7].
Here, the total cross section
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= 2nk- 2 Lg(J) 2.:Re[l J
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aa(E) = nk- Lg(J) L [l - IU~n(E)l 2 ],
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J
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and the fission cross section (for one of the channels)
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ac(E) = nk- Lg(J) L

IU~(E)l 2 ,

T
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g(J) = -2-(2! + 1)

R(E) =/ (1)
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are expressed through the elements of collision matrix uJ (E) with the rank equal to
the sum of fission c(.f) and neutron n channels for a given total momentum J and
parity n

U/:n(E) = e- i<pc

[1- jj~J(E)

- l] cn e- i<p,..

(2)

The elements of JC1-matrix are

I<J (E) = ~ ~
cc

for neutron resonance cross sections are
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- U~n(E)),

1/2

(3)

where parameters E >., r >."I, r .>.c(f) are real energy-independent constants but the neutron
widths depend on energy-like r >.n(E) = r~nVE (for s-neutrons) (5] .
In principle this is the known practical scheme of R -matrix formalism with elimination of the radiative capture channels (Reich - Moor approximation (2-5]). The realisation of corresponding code SAMMY for multilevel analysis of resonance cross sections
is really a substantial achievement of ORNL group (6, 7], which allows to use almost
fully the available experimental data in practical applications. On the other hand, the
direct utilisation of procedures for reproducing the cross sections by the parameters
of J< (E) -matrix (Eq. (3)) has difficulties in account of the Doppler broadening or in
resonance integrals calculations. This is related to the matrix form of U(E) energy
dependence (Eq. (2)) and to the necessity in utilisation of the full set of parameters
on each step of integration. However, there are known other schemes for multilevel
parametrization, based on Kapur-Peierls fonnalism [I] (Adler's approximation (8, 5]),
or on the Humblet - Rosenfeld theory [9] (the method of Hwang (10]), where resonance
cross sections are presented as a sum of one-level terms. This is more convenient for
applications and do not require the essential revision of the used calculation codes at
the impact of the new data. But here arises the problem of conversion the R-matrix parameters found by SAMMY code into these for other formalisms keeping the achieved
precision in cross sections reproduction.
In this work the combined method of multilevel parametrization based on the known
in R-matrix theory procedure of channel elimination is proposed for the fissile isotopes
as an intennediate variant. This method saves the main advantages of R-matrix formalism and leads to the frmctional forms of the cross sections energy dependence.

2. Basic Results of R-Matrix Theory

ia ti ve capture)

We present in the beg inning the general key fonnulae [I] that are used in the next part.
It is convenient to write the channel R-matrix as

/U~n(E)/ 2 ) ,
2J + 1
g(J) = - 2 - (2!

1/2

r.>.c' r.>.c
2 L..,
ir.>.
>.(J) E>. - E - __
"!
2

1

+ 1)

R (E) =rT_E r

(I )

E; -

'

Rc1 c =

L.>. r >.c E >. 1- E r >.c
1

(4)

where r is a rectangular level-channel matrix with elements (IT - transposed matrix)
and c is a diagonal level matrix with e lements E>,. The parameters r >.c and E>. are
i University Press All rights reserved
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independent real constants corresponding to the full set of the states with the fixed
total spin J and parity. (We omit the J-index for simplicity). Let us also introduce the
matrix
Gee!

=

L />-.c (A-

1

}>,µ /µc'

(5)

>-.µ

where L = S + iP is a diagonal matrix of logarithmic derivatives Le = Sc + iPc
(Sc includes the constant of boundary condition too). Here the level matrix A which
accounts our presentation of R (Eq. (4)) is

3. Reich-Moore Approxim

Limitation of the number of reacl
onance cross sections is solved r;
elimination method [1]. Let us di
now groups - r and e, and pres(
channel matrices /r and /e with t
the matrix identity

(6)
with

with
6µ =

(rL1Th~ =

tl>-.µ

+i

r;µ

=

L />-.µScrµc + i L />-.cPc/µc.
c

(reLe1;) >-.µ =

c

L />.c
c(e)

The two identical fonns of G (Eq. (5)) correspond to the two basic expressions of the
collision matrix U in R -matrix theory [1]

and multiplying both parts from t
or le fr{. or /~ ), we obtain the re

(7)

Grr = 1}

Ger=/~

(cp is a diagonal matrix of the potential scattering phases <pc).
The transition to the result of the Kapur-Peierls fonnalism is illustrated usually as a
diagonalization of the level matrix A (Eq. (6)) by means of an orthogonal transformation
[1]:

Gee = I

where

(8)

VT AV= E. - E '

where E. is a diagonal matrix with elements Ek = µk - ivk. Then G-matrix (Eq. (5))
can be presented as
Gee'

=

L ikcikc! (Ek - E )-l

are the corresponding blocks of ti

(9)

k

and the collision matrix elements (Eq. (7)) as well as cross sections Eq. (1)) became
the simple sums of resonance tenns [1 -4, 8]. R-matrix parameters can be converted to
Kapur-Peierls ones by the method of Frohner [4], or by direct inversion of the matrix
A (Eq. (6)) realised in POLLA code [11]. However, unlike the R-matrix ones, the
parameters Ek and ikc here are complex and energy dependent due to the corresponding
dependence of the logarithmic derivatives Lc(E) in A-matrix. For this reason, the
approximate variant of the Kapur-Peierls formalism with

c

c

is used in applications, as a rule (the Adler's approximation [8, 4, 5]).

and with the level matrix
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3. Reich-Moore Approximation
Limitation of the number of reaction channels considered at parametrization of resonance cross sections is solved rather effectively by the Teichman - Wigner channel
elimination method (1). Let us divide the full set of channels into two arbitrary for
now groups - r and e, and present the matrix I as a sum of two rectangular levelchannel matrices Ir and le with the corresponding number of the columns. By using
the matrix identity

(6)
with

µScrµc

+ i L /,\cPc/µc.

(reLer;) >.µ

c

=

L 'Y>.cLclµc,

(rrL ri:.) >.µ

=L

to the two basic expressions of the

!>.cL crµc

c(r)

c(e)

and multiplying both parts from the left and right sites by corresponding matrices /r
or le Cri or 1;), we obtain the relations for the blocks of G -matrix (Eq. (5)):

(7)

Grr = "'(;A- 1 "'(r = 3Crr + 'ff?.rrLrGrr

hases 'Pc).
formalism is illustrated usually as a
ans of an orthogonal transformation

Ger= 1;A- 1 "'(r = 3Cer + 'ff?.erLrGrr
1

Gee= "'(;A- 1e = 3Cee

(10)

+ 'ff?.erLrGre

where

(8)
µk - ivk. Then G-matrix (Eq. (5))

= L ikcikc' (Ek - E )-l

In

Jlrr =

TB -1

Ir

Re' c =

= 'YeTB- 1le

L l >.c' (B-l) >.µ 111.C

(11)

>.µ

k

ximation (8, 4, 5]).

Jl ee

are the co1Tesponding blocks of the so-called reduced R-matrix with the elements

(9)

as cross sections Eq. (1)) became
ix parameters can be converted to
r by direct inversion of the matrix
er, unlike the R-matrix ones, the
dependent due to the corresponding
in A-matrix. For this reason, the
with

In

Ir '

and with the level matrix

B>.µ = (E>. - E)D>.µ -

L l >.cLc/µc

(12)

c#n

which unlike the matrix A (Eq. (6)) does not involve the channels of the group r.
Let us consider now the case, that the group e refers to the radiative capture channels.
By assuming the large number of these channels and random signs of the amplitudes
we come to the diagonal form of B (Eq. (12))

f>."I

= 2L

Pcr1c ·

c("I) .
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This is the so-called Reich -Moore approximation (RM) used practically by all schemes
of neutron resonance cross sections parametrization [2-9]. The reduced R-matrix
(Eq. (11)) in this case, which we denote R', is

L

I
1
Rc•c= >. />.c'E' >. - E' -

·r >."/ /21>.c·

(13)

The transfonnation matrix V here
matrix (Eq. (8)) and our parameter
For one neutron channel and
resonances of fissile nuclei, e. g.) t
method are the ratios:

I

Gnn
Block R' rr related to the channels remained after the elimination of radiative capture
detennines the matrix

= Rnn (1 -

Ln5.R

and correspondingly

I
(
I )-1
G rr = R rr
1 - L rRrr
= IrTA-1 Ir

and the matrix Urr (Eq. (7)) with the rank reduced correspondingly.
It is easy to be seen that neglecting here the energy dependence of the logarithmic
derivatives for fission channels, and also the level shift factor for neutron channels
(Sn = 0), we come to the scheme SAMMY (Eq. (2)) with

The total cross section and the neut
here by the diagonal element Rnn
a(E)

= 47rk- 2 ~g(J)

~

Kc'c = Pc•R'c cPc.
1

A similar scheme is looking simpler for applying to the non-fissile nuclei. So, in
the typical case with one neutron channel for a given J (s-wave resonances, or the
nuclei with the spin I= O) the cross sections a(E) and a1 (E) = aa(E) (Eq. (1)) are
determined by the function U;{_n(E) (Eq. (2)) with
J

K (E)

1

J

L

aa(E)

= 47rk- 2 '2:,g(J)R
J

and the cross section in the reacti

f>.n(E)

= KnnCE) = -2
E< ).. - E'
>.(J)

-

·r >.1 /2

I

and the parameters here f>.n(E>.), f>.1 and E>. have the same sense as in the usual
Breit-Wigner formulae [3].
where

4. Combined Method

g-cq + ihcq

Elimination of all absorption channels, both the radiative and the fission ones so that
group r contains only the neutron channels, leads to the new variant for parametrization of the corresponding reduced R-matrix (Eq. (11 )) which we named the combined
method. Accepting the assumption for inessential energy dependence of the scalar
product /eLe/; in the matrix B (Eq. (12)), the result of their diagonalization by the
orthogonal transformation (Eq. (8)) leads to the E-pole presentation for the reduced
matrix (Eq. (11 ))
R

_ ~ "fqc"fqc
cc- ~ E -E
q

(14)

q

are complex constants. The sullll
and the radiative capture can be

!it + ili£ = 2= (g~ .
c(f)

The collision matrix unitarity le
matrix (Eq. (14)) (see Appendix)

11

with the complex in general case, but enP,rgy independent parameters
Eq =

L v]qE>. - L V>.q (/eLe1;) >.µ, v µ,q.
>.

>.µ,

and between the combined meth
-2
'Yqn
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The transfonnation matrix V here differs from that used at the diagonalization of Amatrix (Eq. (8)) and our parameters are different from ikc and Ek (Eq. (9)).
For one neutron channel and an arbitrary number of the absorption ones (sresonances of fissile nuclei , e.g.) the elements of G-matrix (Eq. (10)) in t.1ie combined
method are the ratios:

Gnn = Rnn (1 - LnRnn)-

the elimination of radiative capture

1

,

and correspondingly

U . (E) =
en
correspondingly.
ergy dependence of the logarithmic
1 shift factor for neutron channels
)) with

R cn(E)
pl/2]
Ln(E)Rnn(E) n

e-i<p,. .

(15)

The total cross section and the neutron absorption cross section (Eq. ( l )) are detennined
here by the diagonal element Rnn as
_-2

a(E) = 47rk
g to the non-fissile nuclei. So, in
iven J (s-wave resonances, or the
) and O'-y(E) = O'a(E) (Eq. (1)) are

[oen + 2iP1;2
c 1-

e-i<pc

aa(E) = 47rk

~

[··

2

(

~g(J) sm 'Pn +Re e

-2i'Pn

-iPn(E)R;n(E) )]
1 - Ln(E)R~n(E)
(16)

-2 ~

ImR;n

~g (J)Pn(E) ll - Ln(E)R~n(E)l2

and the cross section in the reaction channel c =I= n is

f>.n(E)
- E - if>.,,/ 2

aa(E)

=

47rk

= 4 7rk

ve the same sense as in the usual

~

2

PcPnlRfri(E)l
~ ~g(J) ll - Ln(E)R~n(E)l 2

-?

_2

~
L
J

11 -

gg

g(J)Pn(E)
I ~
+ ilig
L (E)Rl (E)l 2 m L Eq - E
~

n

(17)

~~

where
-c

9q
iative and the fission ones so that
o the new variant for parametriza1)) which we named the combined
energy dependence of the scalar
ult of their diagonalization by the
-pole presentation for the reduced

(14)

. -c _

+ I 1iq -

.p ~ 'Yqn'?qc'Yifn'Y~'c
2I c L
E* - E
q'

-f

9q

+ I.,-iqf

~

= L

(-c
+ 1·1-iqc)
9q

'

9;

+ iliJ =

2= (gg + ilig) .

(19)

C(')')

c(f)

The collision matrix unitarity leads to the relation between elements of the reduced
matrix (Eq. (14)) (see Appendix)

L PclRfril

2

c.¥n

endent parameters

>.µ

(18)

q

are complex constants. The summed over their channels cross sections of the fission
and the radiative capture can be written in a similar form (Eq.(17)) with

Im R~n =

L V>.q (/eLe/;) >.µ VJ.lil ·

q'

and between the combined method parameters
-2

-f

lqn = 9q

- ,,
+ 1.,-Lq1+-')'+·1
9q
I Lq .

(20)
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So, in the resonance cross sections parametrization of fissile nuclei the parameters are
complex constants Eq, 1~ and
+ ih{

that

g£

As we can see, the combined method of parametrization does not require any special approximations in comparison with the SAMMY-code and with the corresponding
choice of the parameters must lead to mathematically identical results. Moreover, there
are not formally limits by the number of fission channels. Therefore from the methodical viewpoint the combined method is more universal.
Fornonfissile nuclei the reduced R-matrix (Eq. (14)) coincides with R' (E) (Eq. (13))
and our method practically does not differ from the other schemes of R-matrix
parametrization, which use RM approximation [5].

N

D(E)

II
>-=I

The following expansion (Eq. (22)
residuals (Eq. (14)) through the eh

"fqc"fqc

=

Gq 2:,Mcc:(Eq
c'

5. Parameters of the Combined Method
The independent resonance parameter analysis of cross sections data using the combined
methoo of parametrization may be realised by the code SAMMY technique, in principle.
From analysis of the total and absorption cross sections (Eq. (16)) we can find the
parametecs of Tinn(E) (Eq. (14)) - 'Y~n and Eq, whereas fission cross section data
give 9l + ihl (Eq. (19)). However, the corresponding set of R'-matrix parameters is
known now [5], and our task is to convert this parameters into the combined method
ones.
Identity of the two fonns of reduced TI-matrix (Eqs ( 11) and (14)) is the base for
a similar transfonnation. The code POLLA [10] or the method of Frohner [4] can be
applied here. Our code REFINE uses for this purpose the modified algorithm based on
the relations between the blocks of the matrix TI (Eq. (11)) with

B >.µ

= E~ - E -

L r >.cLcrµ.c,

By the same way we can transfo1
gives the products

Jointly these products deten ·
neutron channels). Let us note, thi
Le are energy independent values
ality. Jn applications one can put

v'21>.1 ,2·

Using the resonance parameten

6 [ 5- 7] we have found the corres

E >.'

= 1:!.I, ). -

c(f)

. r>.'Y

J-

2

and the blocks of R'-matrix with presumably known parameters (Eq. (13)):

Tinn= R~n + R~JLJTifn ,

RJI = R'.JJ + R'.J1LJTIJ1 ,

TI Jn = R/n

+ R}JLfTifn ,

(TIJI = (1 - R'JJLJ) - 1 Rj1)

(21)

where the indices f and n refer to the fission and neutron channels. These are relations
between the channel matrices of low rank and can be transfonned easily to the ratios
of the E -pole functions.
Let us present the elements of R 11-matrix in the fonn:

Rcc =
1

~

L Mee" (E)R~'c' (E)

(22)

c"

where D(E) and Mee'' (E) are detenninant and cofactors of the matrix (1 - R' JIL J).
Then the roots Eq of the equation D(E) = 0 are the poles of TI-matrix (Eq. (14)), so

reproducing exactly the evaluate
nances (Table l, Fig. 1).
The following sum rules com
N

N

.i-=l

q=l

L 1>-c'Y>-c = 2: 1

Furthennore we have the unitary
(Eqs ( 18, 20), Appendix). This s
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known combined method param
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that
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D(E)

IT (E\ -

>.=1

N

E)

=IT (,Eq -

E).

q=l

The following expansion (Eq. (22)) on the simple rationals leads to the expression for
residuals (Eq. (14)) through the elements of R' JF

"fqe"fqc = Gq

L

Mec(Eq)R~,c:(Eq),

c"

ss sections data using the combined
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q. (I I)) with
'
E
. />.-y
E )..=..1)..-1-

By the same way we can transfonn the elements of
gives the products

"fqe"fqn = Gq

L

V21>.1 ,2Using the resonance parameters of KJ-matrix (Eq. (3)) for 239 Pu from the ENDF /B6 (5 - 7] we have found the corresponding parameters set of the combined method:

parameters (Eq. (13)):

- 0
2ka _2
rqn = .JE /qn,

- J _ 2ka - J ~
-0 )
( H q - VE 1iq ~ Im r qn
(21)

tron channels. These are relations
e transfom1ed easily to the ratios

form:
'c' (E)

Mce 1 (Eq)R~"n(Eq).

Jointly these products detennine the parameters "fqn too (1qn1qn' in case of two
neutron channels). Let us note, that the logarithmic derivatives for the fission channels
Le are energy independent values here, which are kept only for the methodical generality. Jn applications one can put Le = i substituting fi~{~2 and rVi~2 for vi21q1,2 and

Eq = P,q- iDq,

(1- RjJLJ)- 1 Rj1)

Jn-matrix (Eq. (21 )) also, that

c'

2

Rjn + RjJL JSR Jn,

SJ?.

reproducing exactly the evaluated cross sections in the full region of resolved resonances (Table 1, Fig. 1).
The following sum rules correspond to the conversion of parameters in our case:
N

N

>.=I

q=l

I: 1>.e1>.c' = I: 1qc1qc' •

N

N

L [(B+E)nJ>.>.= LE; .
>.=1
q=l

(23)

(22)

ctors of the matrix ( 1 - R' ff L J).
poles of SR-matrix (Eq. (14)), so

Furthennore we have the unitary relations between parameters of the combined method
(Eqs (18, 20), Appendix). This system of equations can be used for the solution of the
inverse problem for determination of R-matrix parameters (K-matrix, Eq. (3)) by the
known combined method parameters.

Table 1.
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239

Pu parameters of combined method

pq

'Dq

Im tg,..

(eV)

(eV)

(eVl/2)

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
:30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

-1.5002 x 10 2
-l.5467x 10 1
-6.7253
-1.6705 x 10- 1
2. 9665 x 10- 1
7.8170
1.0931x10 1
1.1898x10 1
1.4330 x 10 1
l.4677x 101
1.5481x10 1
L7657x 10 1
2.2266x 10 1
2.3933x10 1
2.62G9x 10 1
2.7288x 101
3.2341x 10 1
3.5486x10 1
4.1457x 10 1
4.1736xl0 1
4.4531x10 1
4.7657x 10 1
4.9837x 101
5.0144x 10 1
5.2648xl0 1
5.5704x 10 1
5.7521x10 1
5 .9292x 10 1
6.2810x 10 1
6.317lx 10 1
6.5343x 10 1
6.5793x10 1
7.4168 x 10 1
7.4940xl0 1
7.5033x 10 1
7.9085x 10 1
8.1183x 10 1
8.2774 x 10 1
8.5531x10 1
8 .5618 x10 1
9.0850x 10 1
9.3079 x 10 1

1.1810 x 10- 1
1.3426 x 10- 2
6.8977x10- 1
2.8381X10-l
4.8305 x 10- 2
4.1188x 10- 2
9.5041x10- 2
2.9328x10- 2
4.4169 x 10- 2
3.4783 x 10- 2
3.8772 X 10- I
:3.7323x 10- 2
G.2288x10- 2
3.0612 x 10 - 2
4.0083 x 10 - 2
2.0749x10- 2
8.5920 x 10- 2
2.2233 x 10- 2
2.7630x 10- 2
4.9397x10- 2
2.2201x10- 2
1.3654 x 10- 1
3.7252x10- 1
l.3747x10- 2
2.6489 x 10- 2
3.0902 x 10- 2
4.8474 x 10- 1
6.6270x 10- 2
3.9221
5.3839 x 10- 2
l.6554x10- 1
8 .5382x10- 2
3.0427 x 10- 2
l.7167x10- 1
6.4628 x 10- 2
2.4000 x 10- 2
8.9264x10- 1
2.6000 x 10- 2
9.9764x10- 1
1.6023 x 10- 2
2.0675 x 10- 2
2.0269 x 10- 2

400
401
402
403
404
405

9.9424x 10 2
9.9797x 10 2
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6. Conclusion
As can be seen, the combined method of parametrization is a synthesis of the Rmatrix procedure of all reaction channel elimination and the next diagonalization of the
level matrix B in corresponding reduced R-matrix (Eq. (14)). With assumption on the
energy independence of L e in the level matrix B (Eq. (12)) parameters of the method
can be considered as complex constants. The same assumption is used in the code
SAMMY too, therefore the collision matrix elements and resonance cross sections must
be mathematically identical here. However unlike the R-matrix parametrization, the
combined method leads to the relatively simple functional fom1s of energy dependence
(Eqs ( 15 - 17)) both for fissile and non fissile nuclei. For the last ones this method can
be considered as a generalisation of the RM approximation (Eq. (13)) in the case with
extraction of one or two radiative channels.
The physical advantages of the combined method are related to the evident accounting the energy dependence of Ln(E) in the case of limited number of neutron channels
(l-2 bellow the inelastic scattering threshold and 2 - 3 near them) . Correspondingly the
results of inversion of the reduced matrices with low rank can be presented simply in
the functional form.
The example with one neutron channel (Eq. (15)) may be used to illustrate the
U-matrix transfonnation into the rigorous pole expansion on the variable .JE (the
Humblet - Rosenfeld formalism [9]). So, for s-resonances with Ln(E) = ika the poles
of this expansion Ek/ 2 are the roots of the denominator (Eq. (15))
1 - iaJERnn../E

=0
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where a =

ffµ
ah.

Combined Method for Ji

The solutions of this equation have the roots with ReE1/

2

> 0

associated with the resonances at E > 0 and with Re .E1/ 2 < O related with non
resonance background. The separation by this criterion of all set of 2N roots leads
finally to the collision matrix presentation as the sum of resonance tenns (Eq. (9)) with
energy independent resonance parameters (like Adler's approximation) and the definite
background part [ 1OJ.
Let us note in addition, that the functional form of U(E) presentation (Eq. (15))
together with the sum mies (Eq. (23)) may be more preferable than R-matrix one
(Eq. (2)), in the statistical theory of average cross sections [ 1-4, 12]. Moreover, the
specific structure of the fission resonance cross sections is not so essential here and
practically the problem is reduced to the averaging of R-matrix expressions at the
Reich - Moore approximation with account of energy dependence of Ln(E) for the
elastic and inelastic neutron channels.
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Appendix A. Unita ry Relations
From the unitarity of collision matrix U (Eq. (7)) it follows that
G - G*

= 2iGPG*,

and using here our definitions of the block matrices Grr and Gre (Eq. (10)) we come
to the relation between the blocks of reduced R-matrix

The corresponding relationship for parameters of combined method has a similar to the
Kapur-Peierls formalism fonn [8]

_ 21.'°' '°' "fqcPci~'c
E* - E
_*

"Yqn =

L.., "Yq'n L..,
q'

c#n

q'

and in the case of diagonal and equal radiative widths

q

r A'"'f = r '"Y

_ = 21.'°' '°' E*,iqcPci~'c
- E - if
_*

"Yqn

L.., "Yq'n L..,
q'

c(f)q

q

'"Y

we get
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